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analysis



 Pattern recognition is an essential 
aspect of detector performance in 
PFA.

Calorimeter Optimisation
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Calorimeters must be designed to 
aid:
 Intrinsic energy resolution
 Pattern recognition performance.

500 GeV Z’ bosons decay

Calorimeter optimisation
 Access physics performance as a 

function of detector performance, i.e. 
Jet energy resolution 



Metric for Calorimeter optimisation: 
 Jet energy resolution: 𝜎𝜎90%

𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
, typically Z’->u/d/s jets

Calorimeter Optimisation
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Global parameters:
 B-Field, R0 Ecal

 ECal parameters: (ongoing)
 Cell size, Nlayer, active material, Silicon /Scintillator, 

Transverse granularity as a function of depth
HCal parameters: 
 Cell size, Nlayer, absorber material, NX0, sampling 

faction



 ECal granularity is more important than HCal granularity
 Pattern recognition algorithms can separate individual particles in the 

ECal, seeding the pattern recognition in the HCal. 
 Reclustering, examining consistency of cluster energy and associated 

track momentum, also significantly aids HCAL pattern recognition.

Calorimeter Optimisation
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PandoraPFA
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5 GeV νe CC

γ

γ

e

 Pandora software development kit designed in, implemented 
in and supported by Cambridge. 
 Sophisticated pattern recognition framework that supports a multi 

algorithm approach to solving complex problems. 
 Provides advanced reclustering and recursive functionality. 



 Pandora SDK is now well documented (EPJC publication) 
Github page provides all source, detailed documentation 

and seminar-style overviews of reconstruction use-cases.

PandoraPFA
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 Improve completeness of reconstructed photons, 
particularly at high energies
 Small fragments of EM showers could often be reconstructed as 

separate particles.

Improvements to Photon reconstruction
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 Three new Pandora 
algorithms carefully 
merge fragments, 
based on cluster 
separation and 
energy profiles.



 Improvements to photon reconstruction, reduce confusion 
in jet reconstruction and improve jet energy resolution
 Identify EM shower cores by projecting ECAL energy deposits into 

a transverse plane. Apply algorithm to identify energy deposition 
peaks and to collect hits contributing to each peak.

Improvements to Photon reconstruction
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Model-independent measurement of the e+e-> HZ(Z->qq) 
cross section
Analysis strategy
 i) separate all simulated events into candidates for Higgs decays 

to
 “invisible” long-lived neutral particles
 visible final states

HZ(Z->qq) cross section analysis
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 ii) identify the di-jet system that is the best 
candidate for the Z->qq decay
 iii) veto background events with event shape 

parameters



Analysis strategy
 iv) identify HZ(Z->qq) events solely based on the properties from 

the candidate Z->qq decay, for visible and invisible Higgs decays
 v) combine the results into a single measurement of σ(HZ)

HZ(Z->qq) cross section analysis
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 Plots show all events 
passing the visible 
Higgs preselection for 
CLIC operating at √s = 
350GeV. Distributions 
for ILC are very similar



 For the polarised beam at √s = 350GeV with Z->qq, 
Δσ(HZ)=1.8% is comparable to √s = 250GeV with Z->l+l-, 
Δσ(HZ)=2.6%
 This conclusion weakens the motivation for operating a 

future linear collider significantly below the top-pair 
production threshold
 *ILC LOI / TDR / H. Li, arXiv:1007.3008.

HZ(Z->qq) cross section analysis
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√s = 350GeV (Z->qq) P(e-,e+) Δσvis. Δσinvis. Δσ(HZ)
ILC 500fb-1 0,0 ±1.57% ±0.48% ±1.63%
ILC 350fb-1 -0.8,+0.3 ±1.68% ±0.52% ±1.76%
ILC √s = 250GeV
250fb-1 Z->l+l-*

-0.8,+0.3 - - ±2.6%



Thank you!
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